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What job i'm looking for? My positive points
add you to our list of potential candidates for Illuminati membership. We will contact you if we require more information.

Then What Happens?
1. You will be directed on how to pay your Illuminati Membership Registration Fee of US$200.
2. After payment of Registration Fee; the Registration Form will be sent to you by Email. You will download the form, fill it and then submit it back to us on Email. NB: The Registration form contains some questions that we need you to answer with honesty.
3. Arrangements will be made to meet you, personally, to discuss Illuminati.
4. A committee of members from the Lodge, which are called the Investigative Committee, will contact you to arrange a meeting. They will answer any questions you may have. If the meeting is mutually satisfactory; you will be asked if you wish to fill out a petition form.

5. The Investigative Committee performs inquiries of others as to your character.
6. Your request for membership will be balloted upon by the lodge's members.
7. You will be advised of the date of your admission.

You will be required to answer the following questions over the phone before we consider your request for membership
1. What is your name?
2. How old are you?
3. What do you do for a living?
4. How many time have you ever tried to join Illuminati?
5. Why do you really want to join our legacy?

The first stage is usually the Initiation Stage. Immediately after the Initiation, new members are given a Money Awards equivalent to USD $500,000 to reorganize their Lives in-order to fit the class and status of the club members. Others Money Awards are communicated after the Initiation stage.

However this is the basic requirements needed during the Initiation Stage.
Joining Members around South Africa will join with Membership Initiation Fees: R2,000.00
NB: New members must send the Registration Fees by western union, Money gram, paypal, Payfast, Bank transfer, Depositing directly on our account. Etc.

OTHER COUNTRIES: USD $200 If you want to join from other countries, please call us +27721801889/whatsap on the same numbers and we shall send you the procedure of paying the
Dear Influential Individual,

You are welcome. We are delighted that your life's journey has led you to discover our organization.

We are a collective of prominent figures throughout the world who have united to guard the human species from extinction. Our members bear the burden of the planet's leadership with the lives of 7 billion in their hands. As the human continues to rise above its other animal counterparts, governing the planet has turned into a daunting task.

In return for their loyalty, our members are presented a life of limitless wealth and opportunity. Once a member, the requirements are unimposing and often spaced between many years. Our requests are simple and therefore may be hard to comprehend, but disloyalty is not tolerated. You must understand this before applying. Members must fulfill their oaths to the Illuminati under every circumstance and recognize that they are merely one part of a much larger Grand Design.

For centuries, our organization has separated individuals of outstanding political, financial, or cultural influence from the flock, and established them as shepherds of the human species. Perhaps you have already proven yourself in these fields. For that, the Illuminati officially congratulate you. Your dedication gives hope to us for the future of the human species.

If you would like to continue your application, please start by filling out the form on this page. It will...